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Abstract: In this proposed Research Paper the cell phone controls a robot by making a call 
to the cell phone that would be connected to the robot. During the call actuation period, if 
any catch is pushed on the telephone close by, a tone comparing to the catch squeezed is 
heard at the opposite part of the arrangement that would be put on the body of the robot. 
This tone is considered double tone various recurrence (DTMF) tone. The robot sees this 
DTMF tone with the assistance of the telephone stacked in the robot. The got code is 
prepared by the microcontroller and after that the robot performs activities as needs 
be.Science and having increased expanding significance in everyday life has in this 
manner brought about increasingly more degree for study and hence analysts are checking 
out the mechanical autonomy which can help individuals in their day by day life. There are 
three particular stages that are associated with controlling a robot, by means of 
recognition, handling and activity. For the most part, the preceptors are sensors mounted 
on the robot, preparing is finished by the on-board microcontroller or processor, and the 
errand (activity) is performed utilizing engines or with some different actuators. For the 
most part, remote controlled robots use RF circuits. These RF circuits have the downside 
of restricted working extent, constrained recurrence range and restricted control. 
Utilization of the cell phone controlled robot can beat these confinements, by giving the 
upsides of vigorous control. We can utilize cell phones to control the robots utilizing 
DTMF innovation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Double tone multi recurrence (DTMF) is a technique used to dial phone numbers or to issue 
directions to exchanging frameworks. DTMF is generally utilized for media transmission 
motioning between phone handsets and exchanging focuses over simple phone lines in voice 
frequency groups[1]. DTMF keypads are spread out on a 4x4 framework, wherein each line 
speaks to low recurrence and every segment speaks to high recurrence. With DTMF, each 
key pushed on a telephone creates two tons of explicit frequencies. One tone is produced 
from a high-recurrence gathering of tones, while the other is from a low-recurrence DTMF is 
utilized in push-catch phones for tone dealing. A DTMF keypad creates a sinusoidal tone 
which is blend of the line and segment frequencies. The column frequencies are low bunch 
frequencies. The segment frequencies have a place with high bunch frequencies[2]–[7].  

This avoids error of the sounds. Likewise the frequencies for DTMF are picked to such an 
extent that none have a consonant association with the others and that blending the 
frequencies would not deliver whole or item frequencies that could imitate another substantial 
tone. The high-bunch frequencies (the segment tones) are marginally more intense than the 
low-gathering to make up for the high-recurrence move off of voice sound frameworks.  

METHODOLOGY  
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Extra usefulness of flame discovery sensors. So as to control the robot, make a call to the 
PDA appended to the robot (through earphone) from any telephone, which sends DTMF 
tunes on squeezing the numeric catches. The phone in the robot is kept in "auto answer‟ 
mode. (On the off chance that the portable does not have the auto noting office, get the call 
by „OK‟ key on the wanderer associated versatile and afterward made it in sans hands mode.) 
So after a ring, the wireless acknowledges the call. Press any catch on your portable to 
perform activities as recorded in Table. The DTMF tones accordingly delivered are gotten by 
the mobile phone in the robot. These tones are nourished to the circuit by the headset of the 
wireless. The MT8870 translates the got tone and sends the equal paired number to the 
microcontroller. As per the program in the microcontroller, the robot begins moving[8].  

The contemporary keypad is spread out in a 3×4 lattice, in spite of the fact that the first 
DTMF keypad had an extra section for four now-old menu selector keys. At the point when 
used to dial a phone number, squeezing a solitary key will create a pitch comprising of two 
concurrent unadulterated tone sinusoidal frequencies. The line wherein the key shows up 
decides the low recurrence, and the segment decides the high recurrence. For instance, 
squeezing the '1' key will bring about a sound made out of both a 697 and a 1209 hertz (Hz) 
tone as appeared in the table. The first keypads had switches inside, so each catch enacted 
two contacts. The various tones are the purpose behind calling the framework multi 
recurrence.  

These tones are then decoded by the changing focus to figure out which key was squeezed. 
The significant segments of this versatile worked robot are as per the following: 1.  

1. DTMF Decoder:  

DTMF innovation is utilized to decipher the tones gotten by the cell phone connected to it 
and pass the order to the engine for development. Recognizes the dial tone from the phone 
line and interprets the key pushed on the remote phone. Here for the location of DTMF 
flagging. The DTMF tone is a type of one path correspondence between the dealer and the 
phone trade. The entire correspondence comprises of the touch tone initiator and the tone 
decoder or finder. The decoded bits can be interfaced to a PC or microcontroller for further 
application  

2. Microcontroller:  

Microcontrollers do the significant assignment of perusing sign and sensors alongside dealing 
with the Led showcases and the engines. It comprises of memory, processor alongside 
info/yield peripherals with the capacity to give constant reaction. Microcontrollers are 
"installed" inside some other gadget with the goal that they can control the highlights or 
activities of the item. Another name for a microcontroller, in this way, is "installed 
controller". Microcontrollers are committed to one errand and run one explicit program. The 
program is put away in ROM (read-just memory) and for the most part does not change. 
Microcontrollers are regularly low-control gadgets. A work station is quite often connected to 
a divider attachment and might devour 50 watts of power[8]–[15].  

3. Engine Driver:  
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Engine driver takes contribution from the microcontroller and moves the robot in the 
individual heading given by the client. It can control two engines at the same time in either 
forward or reverse way alongside turn if necessary.  

4. Fire Detection Sensors:  

The sensors utilized can be utilized to identify the fire or the warmth and react in like manner. 
Reactions can change as per the kind of sensor and its establishment to the whole framework. 
The UV light sensor utilized in this proposed work can identify the fire quicker from a 
separation when contrasted with the warmth sensor which gets actuated after it gets warmed 
to a specific level.  

The square chart given above shows the working of the robot in a rearranged way alongside 
the usefulness of various sensors to keep from harm. In the outline following things are 
represented with the assistance of figures:  

 The processor being the core of the entire framework, moves every one of the 
directions to the separate components appended to it.  

 If any catch is pushed on the cell phone at the clients end, a tone comparing to the 
catch squeezed is heard at the opposite part of the arrangement which is stacked at the 
framework.  

 The robot sees this DTMF tone as indicated by the catch squeezed.  
 The got tone is prepared by the processor with the assistance of DTMF recurrence 

decoder.  
 The association between the cell phone and the decoder is with the assistance of 3.5 

mm jack embedded in the versatile stacked on the framework.  
 The recurrence decoder interprets the DTMF tone into its proportionate paired digit 

and this twofold number is sent to the processor.  
 The processor is prearranged to take a choice for some random info and yields its 

choice to engine driver associated with it so as to drive the engines for forward or in 
reverse movement or a turn which relies upon the accurate tone seen by the processor.  

 There are two engines stacked to the framework which work as per the directions 
given by the client at the opposite end.  

 The portable that makes a call to the cell (Phone 1) stacked in the robot framework 
goes about as a remote. So this basic structure does not require the development of 
beneficiary and transmitter units.  

 The sensors utilized in the work are utilized to distinguish UV light and warmth.  
 As soon as the sensors get actuated while the structure is moving, the direction is 

passed to the processor which thusly enacts the bell alongside turning on the Led and 
in like manner informing the client to take fundamental activities.  

WORKING PRINCIPLE  

In the proposed research work, following arrangement of tasks have been pursued for 
position control of stepper engine.  

Stage 1: The client makes a call to the framework cell phone. The framework cell phone is set 
in auto-accepting mode. Along these lines two cell phones are associated by means of 
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versatile system and the framework cell phone is presently prepared to get the tone from the 
client cell phone.  

Stage 2: The predefined key (1 or 2) of the client cell phone is squeezed for choosing the 
method of the revolution of stepper engine (for example forward or turn around). The keypad 
tone (DTMF signal) created because of squeezing of keys of the client cell phone is gotten by 
the framework cell phone.  

Stage 3: The got tone for determination of heading of movement is decoded by the created 
DTMF decoder circuit.  

Stage 4: Microcontroller peruses the decoded sign through the I/O port and store the 
information in its register which thusly chooses the computerized bit example of 1 for 
forward movement 2 for switch movement of the stepper engine. So also 3 for right turn, 4 
for left turn and 5 to stop the Robot.  

Stage 5: Now likewise any key on the client portable is squeezed for wanted position and the 
comparing DTMF sign is decoded and after that gotten by the Microcontroller which 
executes the product program and creates the control signal for engine development.  

Stage 6: Control sign created by the microcontroller is sustained to the I/O port and after that 
to the stepper engine driver for driving the stepper engine at the ideal position[16]. 

CONCLUSION 

In the proposed framework DTMF innovation has been utilized to position the pole of the 
stepper engine at an ideal point alongside various sensors, each playing out its very own 
assignment and the majority of this thusly might be utilized in deferent application territories. 
As regular RF remote framework has separation confinement, DTMF innovation has been 
utilized here. The framework proposed is particularly basic, rough, and practical. 
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